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And The Beat Goes On
By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, PhD
The Truth Contributor

… We have not finished the journey toward liberty and justice, but surely, we have come a long way.
- David Dinkins
Toledo voters made a thunderous statement in the primary election last
week.
Incumbent mayor Wade Kapszukiewicz reaped 6,590 votes against former
mayor Carty Finkbeiner’s 3,323, winning all 206 distinct Toledo precincts
            
Carty by 27 percent citywide and double-digits among African Americans.
         ly expecting to win or lose by no more than one or two points. But, instead,
the disappointing results left the former mayor “very despondent,” according
to the word on the street.
What should we expect in the general election?
Current polling shows Kapszukiewicz with a 37-point lead over Carty
among likely voters in the general as most of the Scotland supporters are
!     " # $ "     
incumbent appears to have still some anxiety and worries about the general
election outcome.
%   "   "      ing civil rights suits during his terms as mayor, Finkbeiner generated diehard
support from a segment of the black community by including homegrown
African-American talent in his administration, including Theresa M. Gabriel
and Jimmy Gaines. Kapszukiewicz, to the contrary, has been less effective
in including those visible in the local Black church and community for high      
Yet, Kapszukiewicz’s strength is a campaign war chest of three to four hundred thousand dollars. So, on top of Wade’s sizable lead in the polls, expect
the incumbent to blitz his opponent with an unbelievable media wave in the
next six weeks.
On the other hand, the path forward for Carty appears limited to a complete
blistering attack on Wade, which he lacks coffers to communicate beyond
press conferences. The media, though, seems to have tuned Carty out since
the accusation of his attempt to hijack credit for the City’s central-city YMCA
expansion project. The Kapszukiewicz administration, presenting internal
agendas and meeting notes, claimed that it had a pre-existing deal and was
waiting for the Solheim Cup to end to announce.
Certainly, Carty can criticize the Kapszukiewicz administration for its Summit Street debacle. The Finkbeiner campaign can also pursue a police endorsement by exploiting Wade’s weakness of high violent crime rates.
How each candidate performs in the many upcoming candidate forums will
be crucial to their success.
And The Beat Goes On: Toledo City Council At-Large
In 1997, the primary election in the City of Toledo had 19 city council
   &         !&'(')
 "      *+/48    
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“Make Toledo Gay Again” theme.
In 25 years, Toledo’s political makeup has switched dramatically, having
become more diverse according to gender, sexual orientation and race than
what it has always been in the past.
8        !     
90 percent of the time, become winners in the general election, including low
turnout primaries.
That history bodes well for sitting councilmembers Moline, Komives,
McPherson, and Whitman. Former Councilman George Sarantou, community
leader Harvey Savage, Jr., and political newcomer Michele Grim can also be
ultimate winners in what Toledo’s leadership will look like approaching 2022.
;"<   "     $ "
to crack the top six in the general election, he must also be prepared to drop
$15-20,000 in media buys.
Sarantou must overcome his rub with the Lucas County Republicans, who
are enraged that he ran as an independent and part of Finkbeiner’s slate rather
than as a Republican. I don’t expect the Republican Party to raise funds or
write checks for Sarantou.
#  >     $ " @  ers will still need to raise and spend money to hold on to their seats. The Democratic Party has done a great job of coordinating campaigns, and the two appointed councilwomen have been campaigning as a part of the Kapszukiewicz
slate. Whitman and McPherson can also secure their spots by taking advantage
of Party resources, including campaign pointers and help with messaging.
E"          
positive messages on concerns about poverty, violence, and taking care of Toledoans’ needs.
That’s progress!
Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, PhD, at drdlperryman@centerofhopebaptist.org

Nearly 58 Percent Ohio
Students Under Local
Mandatory Mask
Requirement
Ohio Governor Mike DeWine last week announced that nearly 58 percent
of Ohio’s public K-12 students are required by their local school to wear
masks in schools. On September 1 only 35 percent of Ohio students were
required to wear a mask.
“I am pleased to see more school superintendents and school boards make
the right decision and require masks to protect students and teachers from
COVID-19 spread,” said Governor DeWine. “We share a common goal of
      "  #"  
remain the best protection against severe COVID-19 cases, masking will
help protect those that can’t yet receive the vaccine and adds another layer of
protection for those that have.”

  
The Sojourner’s Truth, 1811 Adams Street, Toledo, OH 43604
Phone 419-243-0007
thetruth@thetruthtoledo.com

www.thetruthtoledo.com

“The mask policies are working to limit the spread. In Ohio school districts
where masks are optional, case rates are higher than in districts that require
some masking, and we see better week-to-week trends in schools where everyone wears a mask. Most importantly, there have been fewer quarantines
in schools where everyone wears a mask, helping us towards meeting the
goal of keeping Ohio children in the classroom.”
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A True “Uncle Tom” or “Aunt Jemima” Test
By Lafe Tolliver, Esq
Guest Column
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Governor Newsom Defeats More Than The
Recall
By John E Warren, PhD, Publisher, The San Diego Voice & Viewpoint Newspaper
Guest Column
With more than 68 percent of the votes counted within an hour of the California Recall Election, Governor Gavin Newsom was declared the winner
by the Associated Press. It was not a guess, but a progressive analysis of
voter response to the recall on a county-by-county basis. Throughout the
media coverage of voter turnout, there was a clear comparison between
Donald Trump’s votes in those areas voting “Yes’ on the recall, and the
actual numbers Trump received in the same areas during the November
2020 election.
Governor Newsom, in his victory speech, said he was humbled by the
votes of the people of California, but acknowledged what so many already
knew. In his words, this was a victory for Democracy, for diversity, for
individual human rights; a victory for vaccines, the wearing of masks, the
safety of our children, our economy and all we hold dear. These remarks
X  "  * U         
stood against.
Elder was a Trumper all the way. He was calling election fraud before
the votes were counted and the polls opened. He was against the vaccine,

against the wearing of masks, against the idea
of vaccines for children and in favor of reparations for former slave owners.
Elder was the “Great Black Hope’’ of the
Republican Party without the party endorsing
him. Newsom said his defeat of the Recall was
a defeat of all Elder and his supporters stood
for, from voter suppression to plans to change
the balance of power in the U.S. Senate. Elder had said that if he won the election and
Senator Feinstein’s seat became vacant during
his time as Governor, he would appoint a Republican. This single act would have given the
John E. Warren, PhD
Republicans control of the U.S. Senate.
;% ~       "  " 
against the recall and it only went downhill from there for the recall supporters.

Catching Up: TARTA Secures Grants
For Technology Upgrades
Grants from the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) will help
to make the Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority (TARTA) a more ef       "      
TARTA has secured more than $3 million in state and federal grant
funds to address several long-neglected areas of technology critical to the
day-to-day business of the transit system. The funding will go to a variety
of projects ranging from the way the Authority orders parts and pays bills

to the way it communicates with riders to how it measures who steps on
the bus.
“These are badly-needed upgrades to every facet of our system, which
has suffered from years of neglect and lack of investment,” said TARTA
CEO Kim Dunham. “As we catch up on these systems with improvements that most transit agencies around the nation were able to make
years ago, riders will see a marked improvement made possible only by
these upgrades.
“This is the next step in TARTA’s reinvention. The people who depend
     8     *  ~   "    
affordable system. Changes to the technology available to us will help
make that possible.”
The grants from the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) cover:
• Enterprise Asset Management software, which will greatly change
the way different departments at TARTA interact with each other. This
software will tie the purchases and needs of TARTA’s maintenance staff
8[8[         
easier for all involved to track fuel needs and vehicle mileage information through Fleetwatch.
• Digital information screens, part of a grant from ODOT meant to deter
 8           
...continued on page 7
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Floridians Bring Their Grievances Against
Critical Race Theory to Perrysburg
By Dawn Scotland
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter
An event was held this past weekend at a local Perrysburg hotel centered
around the controversy of critical race theory. Sixty participants engaged in a
presentation facilitated by the conservative right-wing and anti-critical race
theory group FreedomWorks based in Washington D.C.
The outside grassroots organization presented information largely based on
emotional and physiological needs rather than factual information. Participants were rallied to take action against their local school districts to combat
the teaching of “critical race theory” in local K-12 schools. The presenters
offered a range of suggestions from demanding for records of what is being
           
districts. On the extreme end, the group urged a rallying cry to take back the
school system in protest and activism.
There is much debate about what critical race theory is and what it is not.
According to the New Yorker, Critical Race Theory has origins stemming
back to the 1970s in legal scholarship from a renowned legal stalwart Derrick Bell who later coined the phrase along with other legal colleagues in the
)( 8           
gap that existed where race was not considered a factor in understanding law.
Today, the actual critical race theory is studied as a theoretical concept
and academic lens at the collegiate level in graduate studies. It is an everevolving lens in which race is applied to the study of societal structure and
their mechanics in academic scholarship. This high-level academic theory
that is reserved for halls of academia is now seeming to be used as a catch-all
phrase to include all things concerning the teaching of race in the American
school system.
In 2020, following the murder of George Floyd, former president Donald
Trump vehemently opposed what he deemed the “critical race theory,” going
as far as to issue a memo banning it from public schools [a ban that was later
reversed by the Biden Administration].
This year conservative state legislators have taken action passing bills to
ban critical race theory in schools with Gov. Ron DeSantis of Florida referring to critical race theory “state-sanctioned racism.” The cry to ban CRT in
states argues that “critical race theory” is invalid. Mainly parents seem to
be concerned about “indoctrination” of their children by the reality of the
existence of racism (truth) that they believe the be false. This is no different
in Perrysburg.
FreedomWorks, through their BEST [Building Education for Students Together] initiative, is engaged in a “Parents Know Best Tour” across America.
The event held in Perrysburg on Sunday evening, September 19, featured
two Florida residents as speakers. Their credentials were limited to a mother
who successfully advocated against and became a part of her school board
as well as a conservative Black minister and radio show pundit C.L. Bryant.
The arguments presented by FreedomWorks “experts” were largely based on
emotional pleas, fear mongering and playing on participants philosophical

/RDQVIRUHYHU\QHHG
xMortgage Loans
xHome Equity Loans
& Lines of Credit
xHome Improvement
xLoans

xAuto & Motorcycle
xLoans
xBoat & RV Loans
xVisa Credit Cards
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ϰϭϵͲϴϴϳͲϭϬϬϬxŐůĂƐƐĐŝƚǇĨĐƵ͘ĐŽŵ
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:H¶UHZRUNLQJIRU\RX

C.L. Bryant

needs (safety, money, security). There was no mention of the of the scholarship from which Derrick Bell gleaned his theory, no mention of what the
theory actually pertains to or how it is taught in the graduate level in universities.
What was promulgated were touch points that drew on the emotions and
miseducation of the audience. Mentioning the plight of the Irish, a quote
 " $~        
misappropriated quote from Dr. Martin Luther King on children playing together in unity (used as a support for their view of a colorblind society),
the speakers played on the fear of losing children, losing money and losing
freedom. They spoke to the centuries old tactics that have been used in arguments against desegregation, miscegenation and initially in favor of slavery
itself.
Critical race theory is not synonymous with diversity training or cultural
... continued on page 12
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Iris Harvey: Planned Parenthood’s Health
    
 
By Fletcher Word
Sojourner’s Truth Editor

Planned Parenthood of Greater Ohio contributes far more than health
"  E  8      
on the economic wellbeing of the communities it serves.
Planned Parenthood has taken quite a beaten over the last decade or
  "     % 
Planned Parenthood Act of 2017 which cut off federal funds to the orga           
8      &  $"      ~UE  >  >enthood of Greater Ohio, the organization has maintained its record of
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HUD Awards Section 202 Supportive Housing for the
Elderly Program to Lucas Housing Services Corporation
    !   "
National Church Residences for Construction of
Collingwood Green Phase V
Special to The Truth
National Church Residences, in partnership with
Lucas Housing Services Corporation—a Lucas Met $  ^*$`\ @> [ 
  ( $Z% ; '('
; "$  + U  ~ gwood Green Phase V.
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spent their lives building
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8   ship between National
Church Residences, Lucas Metropolitan Hous   "     "
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        #       vance this project and bring us one step closer to
housing our neighbors in need.”
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TARTA... continued from page 4

Joaquin Cintron Vega, Kattie Bond, Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur
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   ... continued on page 12
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Sons of Toledo: A Local Barber Deals with
Death
By Tricia Hall
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter
Sons of Toledo delivers a 20-minute documentary-style narrative experience
through the eyes of local barber Marc for the audience.
8      @            "   8
           "   
8   "      @
 "           "          xx

;Q[\I;\ZQVO[
IN CONCERT | FREE

Friday, September 24, 7 PM
Glass City Metropark
1001 Front Street
Bring a lawn chair.

Enjoy beautiful harmonies and the best
view in town. The soulful sound of these
Nashville-based sisters combines their classical
training with gospel roots for a unique musical
experience. The first concert ever at Glass City
is the final act in this year’s all female folk
series sponsored by Metroparks Toledo.

ber shop before dealing
ments for his younger
brother.
8    "   8  @
      
the pulse and feel of the
    $ "  
 
    Some cast members and crew (Monty Cole, direc   "  tor is center front in light blue shirt) Kneeling on the
another emotional mo- ground, Cincere Temple, Front Row, (left to right): Jerment. Grab your tissue as emy Pratt, Jr. Les Levesque, Marcus Temple, Monty
Cole, Tawann Gaston, John Jones, Jeremy Caugh    
horn Back Row, (left to right): Shaun Temple, Moni
bond and brotherhood
Featchurs, Jamal Grant, Shinaul Jones, JB Bolden
    
barbers and clients. The barber shop conversations also dive into discussing gun
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...continued on page 12

COMMUNITY
ENERGY CENTER

America Runs on Reliable,
       
Keep This Vital Resource Accessible

            
            
and reliable energy. Heat waves and storms are testing America’s
energy needs – we cannot take this energy for granted.

      
      
To learn more about how energy helps your community,
visit     

The Community Energy Center, a cooperative with the National Newspaper Publishers Association and National Association of Hispanic Publications
Media, will provide information and perspectives on the integral role of the energy sector in daily life for American families in a wide range of communities.
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WINNING TAKES
CENTER STAGE
What a show! Ohio Lottery players took home
more than $2.8 billion* in prizes last year! And
that was just the opening act. Thanks to the Ohio
Lottery, more than $1.35 billion* in funds went
to Ohio education. Plus, retailers across the
state earned hundreds of millions in bonuses and
commissions, too. That’s a whole lotto winning!

ohiolottery.com/whowins
Lottery players are subject to Ohio laws and Commission regulations. Please play responsibly.
Publication Date 09/21
*Rounded averages from FY21.

054387ohlotto21FY22_MBE_WinnersAd_10.25x15.5.indd 1

9/13/21 3:47 PM
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Social Security Column

Celebrating a Milestone for My Social Security
By Erin Thompson
Social Security Public Affairs Specialist in Toledo, OH
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Head Full of DREAMS for the Ella P. Stewart
Academy
Special to The Truth
In an effort to encourage and inspire the City of Toledo, Ella P. Stewart
Academy for Girls, sixth grade students to believe and activate their dreams,
   " @ "      
learning process, Diana Patton’s RISE With Diana and the University of To@
  8 [ # *  ^8[#*@      ` 
$  %    ^$E%`  
The HFOD’s program was founded by Diana Patton with Rise Advocates™
Academy while she was a board member at the now closed Polly Fox Acade@
my, a school for pregnant and mothering teens. It was founded on the premise
      "     
"  "    @
trate in school. As a result, they often lose interest in school, and they tend to
forget about focusing on their dreams, and in most cases, do not dream at all.
They often give up hope, and tend to drop out of school.
How the HFOD’s will work at the Ella P. Stewart Academy:
Students will attend a workshop where they will learn the value of having
dreams, and how to value the unique aspects of themselves. They will then
           
that down and ask their teachers and parents to help them.
Weeks later, students will attend a photo shoot, where they will be pam@
 
   @       
to write down their dream on a chalkboard. They then will hold the chalk@
board and take a photo. The University of Toledo’s TAWL students, and their
mentors, will attend this photoshoot, and they too will be encouraged to take
photos with the students.
The single photos of each student will then be placed in a prominent area
of the school, entitled the “Head Full of Dreams Wall,” where they will be
asked to look at it daily, and where other students will see it.
8   '('(@'(')  ;@
ers will select an HFOD’s Student of the Month. In order for dreams to be@
come a reality, it takes work, discipline, and a positive attitude.
Students will be chosen for this monthly award based on the following
categories: attendance, attitude, character, and work ethic.
Each month, HFOD’s Student of the Month will be featured on social
media and, when available, appear on a local news outlet, and receive other
incentives throughout the month. At the end of the school year, ALL sixth
     $  % @U ~@
tion.
In addition to the special recognition for the chosen Dreams Take Wing
;       8[#*            U
!         @   8 8        
         @        

GUARANTEED

Life Insurance

up to $15,000.00

  "  ^ ` 
up and having a voice, and other areas of focus as determined after conduct@
ing monthly need assessments.
Ideally, each Ella student will be paired with a TAWL student, in a mentor/
mentee relationship, in order to allow for a deeper connection.
Throughout various times during the year, students, teachers, and TAWL
        ^  `   
a brief survey to gain feedback on the effectiveness of the HFOD program.
An end of the year celebration will take place in May 2022, to recognize all
of the students, teachers, and parents, for all of their hard work.

Social Security... continued from page 10
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The same letter is also available if you need proof that you do not receive
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DENTAL Insurance

Cash to help
pay your
funeral,
medical bills
or other ﬁnal
expenses.

Medicare does not cover dental care1. That means if you need dental
work done, it can cost you hundreds or even thousands of dollars out
of your own pocket.
Get Dental Insurance from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company.
It helps cover over 350 procedures — from cleanings and fillings to
crowns and dentures.
• See any dentist you want, but save more with one in our network
• No deductible, no annual maximum
• Immediate coverage for preventive care

Modiﬁed Whole Life Insurance from Physicians Life Insurance Company

• Guaranteed acceptance ages 45 to 85*
• No medical exam, no health questions
• Lock in your rate for life

Call to get your FREE Information Kit

1-844-334-8627

dental50plus.com/truth

Call for your FREE Information Kit

1-855-961-2209
or go to life55plus.info/truth

f Plus — you’ll also get a FREE
Final Wishes Planner!

*Ages may vary by state. Guaranteed for one of these life insurance policies.
6236 Beneﬁts reduced ﬁrst two years. Insurance Policy L770 (ID: L770ID; OK: L770OK; TN: L770TN).

1

“Medicare & You,” Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2020
Includes the Participating (in GA: Designated) Providers and Preventive Beneﬁts Rider. Product not available in all states.
Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certiﬁcate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this insurance
solicitation. This speciﬁc offer is not available in CO, LA, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certiﬁcate C250A (ID:
C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN); Rider kinds B438/B439 (GA: B439B).

6255
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The Forgotten First: Kenny Washington,
Woody Strode, Marion Motley, Bill Willis, and
the Breaking of the NFL Color Barrier by
Keyshawn Johnson and Bob Glauber
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
This weekend, your team is going to win.
c.2021
You can see it already, the way they’ve been
Grand Central Publishing
playing so far this season, and you’re sure they
$28.00 / $35.00 Canada
can take it all the way to February. For now,
335 pages
though, this weekend’s a must-see and everybody looks good; as in The Forgotten First by
Keyshawn Johnson and Bob Glauber, some
even play on the shoulders of giants.
If you’re a baseball fan, you surely know the story of how Jackie Robinson be  /    #    
  /           @
making at-bat.
Abandoned by his mother and raised by a paternal uncle because his father had
  #     * [   
'))         
sport. Having battled rickets as a young boy, he suffered deformities in both his
    <   + #    
;  # ;        #  
;    \"[ ]  /  ; 
had a modeling career as a young man (he’d once posed nude for a Nazi artist) and
he’d served in the Army Air Corps, his life always circled back to football.
#          
that when he was at football practice, other kids’ parents begged for him to wear
more padding so that collisions with him “wouldn’t hurt quite so much.” Much
    ~" /   /#  

didn’t take up football because he didn’t think he could play as well as his brother,
Claude.
#            [ 
say the authors, “That history is not told enough...”
Another thing that’s not told enough: what happened before these four men
   "        & riating, it’s astounding, and it’s all laid out here inside The Forgotten First.
And yet, getting to it might not be so easy.
[   <   / +    @ 
\*      tively, and the tale they
tell speaks to the heart of
the fan with deep knowledge of mid-20th-century
football teams, players,
coaches, and college ball.
It’s a wide story that encompasses decades and
dozens of peripheral
people who had a hand
in integrating the sport
generations ago, from
secondary education on
up. Then it brings readers
full-circle to reveal the
inside of the game as it is
today.
And all this will be irresistible if you’re a fan.
If you’re not a historyminded, live-for-footballseason, paint-your-face
fan, you may be in well
over your head with this
book. If you’re obsessive
about the game, though,

The Forgotten First is a big win.
Communities of Color... continued from page 16
dle in her honor. “It’s time to focus on these women who are no longer with us,
  }   * # 
8 "      #  %U  
     [   #         
 * *#   $  >$ @
$       >  ~
>    ~     @    $"  ~  ~  8 ledo. She is a native of Toledo and earned a masters of business administration
 Z"  8  ;   & %  
#  ~ % 8! ;   >  8 ~
% 8! ~   /  ~     ~  >     "  %  %" U &  
Metroparks Toledo and resides in Sylvania with her husband and family.
>  ~       
audience to physically wiggle their bodies, sit still, image and interact with oth |#"   /    +  
sent me here today to tell you to stop your wiggling away from him. Close your
      *         
week. Think about if God didn’t come through for you. It’s hard to thank God
   +  }  >  ~
&
     
     #     <
#  "     "<  $# ;    ;
>"           "      
#    @  
|# ous day, this amazing day happened because of a great team of women,” shared
# 
|# "       &
to thank our chair and co-chairs. God will always give you someone who will
 # "         
  &   }  "#   marks.
8 " " "       ;
>  /  ~;>    )('\% ;
8   " ;  )(  /; #  
at noon and 6:00 p.m. Contact the church for virtual options.
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CLASSIFIEDS

TOLEDO LEGAL AID SOCIETY
Assistant Public Defender and TLAS Fellowship candidates must be licensed with the Ohio Supreme Court. Graduates from an accredited college
of law that are awaiting Ohio bar results; have a UBE score that transfers
to Ohio; or are eligible for Practice Pending Admission will be considered.
Please see https://www.nlada.org/node/43386 for more detailed descriptions.

Page 15

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP21-R027 BASIC PLUMBING SERVICES
Lucas Metropolitan Housing (LMH) will receive proposals for Basic Plumbing Services. Received in accordance with law until September 29, 2021,
3:00 PM ET. see documents: www.lucasmha.org; 201 Belmont Ave., Toledo,
?DJKDQ#DVDD XZ [ \+!#  '\( ]% 
Employment Opportunity requirements (Executive Order #11246). This opportunity is covered under Section 3 of the HUD Act of 1968.

FREE ELECTRIC ORGAN
Free working vintage electric organ with percussion available to be picked
        !
and comes with a bench. If you are interested, please call me at 419-9307489.

MAINTENANCE/LATCH-KEY PERSON
First Church of God is seeking a part time maintenance/latch-key person.
Must have basic skills in electrical, plumbing, painting/plastering. Also setup/tear-down of tables & chairs. Note: “latch-key” is opening/closing the
church. Approximately 20-25 hours a week. Wages $12.50-15.00 hourly.
"#%'#(' ' '# ')( '"#*#(+<+!('
@ 419-255-0097. (My contact information is Charles Crockett, 419-9139406)

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
LOW INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT CONSULTING
SERVICE
RFP#21-R030
Lucas Metropolitan Housing (LMH) will receive proposals for LIHTC Consulting Services in accordance with RFP#21-R030. Received in accordance with law until September 29, 2021 3:00 PM ET. For documents:
www.lucasmha.org; 435 Nebraska Ave., Toledo, OH 43604; or 419-259DD XZ [ j'# #'#'%#'''\+!#  '\( 
Equal Employment Opportunity requirements as described in Executive Order #11246.

EARLY HEAD START HEALTH ADVOCATE
LUCAS COUNTY FAMILY COUNCIL
z(  * "   *( )  (('{  (   !  ' ] # 
'  #' \ ( ' \(('{  (  ! ' \ditional information regarding the duties is available on the Lucas County
web site (www.co.lucas.oh.us). Click on “Apply for a Job” and then select
“Early Head Start Health Advocate” from the list to read more or apply.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Call to place your ad:
419-243-0007
www.TheTruthToledo.com
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St. Paul’s Annual Women’s Day Celebration
By Tricia Hall
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter
The St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church welcomed men and women to celebrate their annual Women’s Day service held on Sunday, September 19, 2021.
The celebration theme was, “Women of God: Stand Still and Wait,” that was
inspired from biblical scripture Psalms 46:10. The women of the church wore
"            vice. The church was able to combine COVID safety policies with Christian
principles.
Sunday’s service began with praise and worship that was led by the Deaconess, followed by the procession of the choir and service dignitaries. The song
selection during this portion of the service included ‘Sweet Jesus,’ and ‘Lord,
I know you’ve been so good.’
Vontyna Smith led the call to worship and alter call; Deborah Gardner sang
‘The Lord’s Prayer;’ Ashley McKinley led the Women’s Day Litany; guest
soloist Arnetta Buford sang an a cappella selection; Debbie Mitchell presented
      "   ]~#    ture reading; Deborah McDougal led the alter prayer; then Yvonne Gayle led
offertory prayer.
The service continued with a candlelight vigil led by Opal Dunlap in memory of members Mother Flora Mack, Deaconess Dorothy Jones and Sister Mattie Rice and Sister Dorothy Taylor, the mother of First Lady Linnie Willis who
attended Bible Study faithfully.
First Lady Willis facilitated the emotional memorial service by reading each
woman’s name while the woman’s daughter placed a white rose and lit a can-
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Open for healing
Tyree, UTMC Physical
Therapy Patient

% !& ' !*

#    

mental health recovery

we believe in your recovery
At the Thomas M. Wernert Center, we help people
on their journey toward mental health recovery
and wellness through peer-to-peer programs and
services. Who knows better what you’re feeling
than those of us who have lived experience with
mental illness and recovery.
At TMWC, we promote individual empowerment
and wellbeing as you journey toward health and

OPEN FOR YOU
From preventative
care to treatment of
complex orthopaedic
and rehabilitation
needs, we are open to
serve our community.
utmc.utoledo.edu

wellness. Our Peer Supporters are here to provide
you with hope, encouragement, and support.
Stop in and meet us. We’re in this together!

For more information contact:

208 W Woodruff Avenue | Toledo, Ohio 43604
419.242.3000 | info@wernertcenter.org | WernertCenter.org

